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water tables. This deforestation or reforestation leads to valuable surface

layer being washed away.

Irrigation is a tertiary cause since neither water supply is

adequate nor the people are educated enough to understand proper

irrigation. Water supply is limited due to poor soil, as stated above, and

therefore irrigation cannot be blamed totally upon the people. However,

whatever water is available to the provinces must be managed properly

and this requires adequate education on ecology and earth science. The

people are poorly educated and some are uneducated. They are unaware

of the effect of their old methods upon the soil and their livelihoods.

The resolution lies in sufficient education, which is up to government

policy and provincial councils.

Drought is, like any other major event, brought about by specific

reasons. These causes can and should be analyzed and studied as a

guideline for preventing the recurrence of the problem in other places.

Only after studying thoroughly are we aware of the solution. Lord

Buddha has always emphasized Cause and Effect inter-relations. It is a

serious and complicated matter, but not totally irresoluble. Poor soil,

deforestation, and improper irrigation contribute largely to the problem

of drought in the Northeast.





















































2. Moderate climate dwellers, almost all of the Westerners, like

the tropical air of Southeast Asia.

3. People in tropical states work less vigorously.

ultraviolet light : (n) - producing ultraviolet radiation (u&~s)

EL--.

1. Ultraviolet light affects skin, eyes and hair most directly.

2. Various products now claim to protect against ultraviolet light.

3. Ultraviolet light enters through ozone depletion.

yield : (n) - result (era&< waw&)

: (v) - surrender (uauuw”)

Ex.--.

1. Produce is agricultural yield.

2. Longer growing seasons will cause more yie/d.

3. The Black Knight demanded that Matirice De Bracy  yield to

h im.  (“ Ivanhoe”)

4. A woman must yield to a man - sometimes.



ASSIGNMENT 4

Diiections: Write a complete cause & effect argumentative composition

from this given topic. “Effects of Tradition on Modern

Thai Society”

(i
sentence outline before

starting developing your unified

composition.

Make your five-paragraphed

composition with at least

three support paragraphs.
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1 Effects of Tradition on Modern Thai Society 1

All cultures, were traditionally, established according to social

characteristics indigenous to their locations. From this viewpoint, this

writer insists that societies existed before culture. Culture was acquired

over time and did not grow from the ground like the tree. Thai cultural

and social traditions, mostly, are admirable. Even the foreign tourist

enjoys them. However, Thai tradition has certain limitations which often

cannot withstand the rapid change in society. It may finally  bewilder

their adherents, isolate people from society and produce or sustain

misconceptions about the world generally.

Adherents to tradition are usually narrow-minded because they

depend upon only the ideas they have been taught by tradition. This

may be that they are lazy and would rather accept the information given

them instead of “investigating for the truth” as taught by the Khamma.

Whenever they encounter untraditional or specially difficult problem,

they try to solve them through traditional means and, failing in this, they

become bewildered.

Society needs to be flexible and curious toward new concepts in

order to accept them and utilize them. People who stubbornly cling to

traditions while their societies change and adapt to new circumstances

will finally be ignored by more modem, progressive numbers of society
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1. Some of our oldest institutions are already outdated.

2. Adhering outdated customs makes us “dinosaurs. ”

3. Abandon anything outdated which has not value and assimilate

(adopt) good habits.

proportion : (n) - fraction (&r&!a46);  dimension (Et?)

Ex.-->

1. A fixed proportion of the fund is invested in developing

human resources.

2. The room is wide in proportion to its height.

3. The fighting escalated into frightening proportion.

self-destructive : (adj.) - hurting or destroying oneself (vha~r%ra~)

Ex.--.

1. Unwillingness to change is self-destructive because it threatens

survivals.

2. Many of our bad habits - e.g. smoking, hard liquor, drugs

(narcotics) are se/f-destructive.

3. Man is the only animal who seeks his own destructive (i.e. he

is self-destructive).

survival-conscious : (adj.) - concerned with survival as a person

(i=h~~Lal~~5ao)

Ex.--.  s

1. All animals are survival-conscious.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

Effects of Unemployment on Thai Society

consequence : (n) - effect (txdusim)

Ex.-->

1. The consequence of water mismanagement is drought.

2. The consequence of vice is punishment.

3. Guilty persons are never ready to accept consequences.

desperate : (adj.) - reckless and despairing; dangerous (&vN, &va”s,

&dw5w)

Ex.-->

1. Desperate for a chance at new life, he “sold his soul. ”

2. Desperate men fought each other for power in tombstone.

3. A person who is truly desperate “will do anything!”

drought : (n) - lack of water (?m&, 66&66&j’s)

Ex.-->

1. The drought in the provinces led to urban migration.

2. Drought can be solved by redirecting water sources or by

drilling underground water.

3. Both floods and drought are increased by environmental

degradation.
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emigrate : (v) - to leave one’s homeland (&I&~wwI~~RIo%)

emigration : (n)

Ex.--

1. In early American history, thousands of Europeans emigrated

from their homes.

2. Most of tnose who emigrated left their homes to find a better

future in the young USA.

3. 1 emigrated from US for the same reasons to make my future.

escalate : (v) - increase; develop (L&&J)

Ex .-->

1. The riot finally escalated into serious proportions.

2. The general strike finally escalated into rival gangs fighting

each other.

establish : (v) - to install (a place); to erect; build; start (ah,  +tGh))

Ex.-->

1. We established the unions to protect the workers.

2. The older firms were established under royal patronage.

3. The British commonwealth was established twelve years before

American independence.

evacuate : (v) - to leave a place in emergency (awuwijn6dw,  .oau,  ib?‘u)

Ex.-->

1. Thousands of people evacuated the site of Chernobyl.
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3. In Thailand, the Royal family initiates the graduation

ceremony.

initiative : (n) - desire to start something (na~u%h~)

Ex--.

1. That’s ‘a journey of a thousand miles begins with one step ’

is a warning of initiative.

2. Many a project will fail to succeed if its creator lacks

initiative.

3. A great project begins with strong initiative and imagination.

predict : (v)  - to foretell; forecast (P?xDw)

Ex. -->

1. Nostradamus predicted World War III.

2. Weather and women’s moods cannot be predicted.

3. I predict the next comet will be in 2010 A.D.

resign : (v) - to leave work; permanently; to quit a job (ammmw)

Ex.-->

1. I resigned because of work dissatisfaction.

2. Having not been paid the bonus he expected, Apichart resigned

from his company.

3. Some government officers have been asked to resign.
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vice : (n) - .ym; crime; bad behavior (I&,  ~~I?WSJ,  wqn’nssuh:a)

vicious : (adj.) - dangerous and sinful; destructive (&ldo%w,  6ihml,

fi7aiw)

Ex.-->

1. Vice leads to damnation.

2. A man’s major vice is greed.

3. Vice squads are police who arrest people guilt of sexual

offences, or serious crimes.

wanted ads. : (n) - advertisements for people or objects desired

(E/53wrtii9iu)

Ex.-->

1. In USA people search “Wanted ads.” for a good job.

2. You can find anything in the “Wanted ads”.

3. Each newspaper has a “Wanted ads.” section.


